
  

 ATS   COORDINATION   PROCEDURES   
  

applicable   between   
  

Brussels   ACC/APP/DEP                and                Charleroi   TWR/APP   
  

  

Effective:     31   December   2020   

  

1   General   

1.1 The   purpose   of   this   document   is   to   define   coordination   procedures   to   be   applied   between   
Brussels   ACC/APP/DEP   and   Charleroi   TWR/APP   for   the   provision   of   ATS   to   General   Air   
Traffic   (IFR   and   VFR)   operating   or   intending   to   operate   within   their   respective   areas   of   
responsibility.   

  
1.2 In   case   Charleroi   APP   is   offline,   Brussels   DEP   will   assume   the   role   of   Charleroi   APP.   
  

In   case   Brussels   DEP   is   offline,   Brussels   APP   will   assume   the   role   of   Brussels   DEP.   
  

In   case   Brussels   APP   is   offline,   Brussels   ACC   will   assume   the   role   of   Brussels   APP.   
  
  

2   Areas   of   responsibility   

2.1 Charleroi   TWR/APP   is   responsible   for   providing   ATS   in   the   following   areas:   

  

2.2 Brussels   ACC/DEP/APP   is   responsible   for   providing   ATS   in   the   following   areas:   
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EBCI   CTR   Airspace   classification:   D   
EBCI   TMA   1,   2A,   2B,   3A   Airspace   classification:   C   
EBCI   TMA   3B   Airspace   classification:   C     

Outside   military   operational   hours   

EBBR   TMA   1,   2,   5,   Brussels   
CTA   South   one   

Airspace   classification:   C   

EBBR   TMA   8   Airspace   classification:   C   
∙   When   EBBE   is   closed   



3   Procedures   for   traffic   DEPARTING   at   EBCI   
  

3.1  General   procedures   
  

Charleroi   TWR/APP   shall   advise   Brussels   DEP   and   ACC   about   the   runway   in   use   at   EBCI.   
  

Departing   traffic   from   EBCI   shall   not   be   released   for   turn   earlier   than   6   NM   DME   GSY   when   
RWY24   is   in   use   and   not   earlier   than   7   NM   DME   GSY   when   RWY06   is   in   use.   

  
3.2  Standard   departure   procedures.   
  

3.2.1   At   start-up   clearance,   Charleroi   GND   will   allocate   4000   feet   AMSL   as   initial   climb,   unless   
otherwise   coordinated.   

  
3.2.2   Charleroi   TWR/APP   may   request   a   higher   level   to   Brussels   DEP   if   necessary.   
  

3.2.3 When   the   aircraft   is   airborne,   traffic   shall   be   instructed   to   contact   Brussels   DEP.   
  

3.2.4   Transfer   of   communication   and   transfer   of   control   shall   take   place   at   the   latest   at   EBCI   TMA   
boundary.  

  
3.3    Procedures   for   left-hand   departures   RWY   24   to   LNO,   SPI,   SOPOK,   RITAX.   
  

3.3.1   Brussels   ACC   shall   advise   Charleroi   GND   and   TWR/APP   about   the   start   and   end   of   left-hand   
departures   in   EBCI.   

  
3.3.2 At   start-up   clearance,   Charleroi   GND   will   allocate   FL60   as   initial   climb,   unless   otherwise   

coordinated.   
  

3.3.3 Charleroi   GND   assures   that   the   clearance   (right   or   left   turn)   is   correctly   reflected   in   IVAC.   
  

3.3.4 When   airborne,   traffic   on   a   left   hand   departure   shall   be   instructed   to   contact   Brussels   ACC.   If 
Brussels   ACC   is   offline,   traffic   shall   be   released   to   UNICOM.   

.   
3.3.5 When   TRA   23   is   active,   traffic   with   RFL   below   FL95   shall   be   cleared   on   a   right-hand   

departure.   
  

3.4    Departure   procedure   in   case   of   an   exceptional   departure   from   opposite   RWY   direction   
  

3.4.1 Charleroi   TWR/APP   shall   inform   Brussels   DEP   of   a   departure   from   opposite   RWY   direction.   
  

3.4.2   If   Brussels   DEP   cannot   accept   the   ACFT   on   the   SID,   Charleroi   APP   shall   vector   the   
flight   in   EBCI   airspace   to   comply   with   the   new   coordination   parameters.   
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4   Procedures   for   traffic   ARRIVING   at   EBCI   
  

4.1    Traffic   inbound   to   EBCI   departing   from   the   Brussels   TMA   
  

4.1.1   When   the   aircraft   is   airborne,   Brussels   DEP   shall   forward   level   and   route   of   flight   to   Charleroi 
APP   and   coordinate   inbound   clearance.   

  
4.1.2   Transfer   of   communication   and   transfer   of   control   shall   take   place   at   the   latest   at   EBCI   TMA   

boundary.  
  

4.2    Traffic   inbound   to   EBCI   originating   outside   Brussels   TMA   
  

4.2.1   Inbound   traffic   via   the   west     
  

Inbound   traffic   from   the   west   shall   be   routed   by   Brussels   ACC   via   KERKY   /   ARVOL   /   CIV   
direct   to   NIVOR   descending   to   FL80   (unless   otherwise   coordinated)   before   handoff   to   
Brussels   DEP.   Brussels   DEP   shall   transfer   traffic   to   Charleroi   APP   descending   to   4000   feet   
AMSL.   
  

4.2.2   Inbound   traffic   via   the   east   
  

4.2.2.1  Inbound   traffic   from   the   east   shall   be   routed   by   Brussels   ACC   via   BATTY5B   and   LNO5B.   
Brussels   APP/DEP   shall   advise   Brussels   ACC   whenever   they   can   NOT   accept   arrivals   to   
EBCI   via   LOLGI.   Brussels   ACC   shall   transfer   traffic   to   Charleroi   APP   descending   to   FL60.     

  
4.2.2.2  BATTY4A   and   LNO4A   arrivals   (FLO   –   BUB)   shall   be   transferred   by   Brussels   ACC   to   Brussels   

DEP,   released   for   left   turn   and   descent   in   respect   of   known   traffic.   Brussels   DEP   shall   transfer   
traffic   to   Charleroi   APP   descending   to   4000   feet   AMSL.     

  
4.2.3   Brussels   ACC   may   request   BELGA   Radar   a   direct   routing   from   DIK   to   GSY   for   traffic   inbound   

to   EBCI.   
  

4.2.4   Brussels   ACC   may   request   BELGA   Radar   a   direct   routing   from   DIK   to   GSY   for   traffic   inbound   
to   EBCV   or   EBBR   (when   RWY01   is   in   use).   Brussels   APP   shall   coordinate   all   descent   
clearances   through   EBCI   TMA   with   Charleroi   APP   when   necessary.   

  
4.2.5   Transfer   of   communication   and   transfer   of   control   shall   take   place   at   the   latest   at   the   EBCI  

TMA   boundary.   
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5   Special   procedures   outside   military   activity   
  

5.1    Brussels   CTA   South   One   
  

Brussels   CTA   South   One   is   delegated   to   Brussels   ACC,   south   of   the   EBCI   RWY   axis.   
  

5.2    Departures   EBCI   
  

Unless   otherwise   coordinated   by   Brussels   DEP,   all   departures   shall   contact   Brussels   DEP,   
except   for   the   EBCI   RWY   24   departures   with   a   left   turn   out,   which   shall   contact   Brussels   ACC.   

  
5.3    Arrivals   EBCI   from   the   east   
  

When   EBCI   RWY   24   is   in   use,   arrivals   from   the   east   shall   be   routed   by   Brussels   ACC   direct   to   
GSY.   Brussels   ACC   shall   transfer   traffic   to   Charleroi   APP   descending   to   FL60.     

  
When   EBCI   RWY   06   is   in   use,   arrivals   from   the   south-east   shall   proceed   to   GSY.   Arrivals   from   
the   north-east   shall   be   vectored   by   Brussels   ACC   on   a   right-hand   downwind,   at   least   5   NM   
south   of   the   RWY   axis.   Brussels   ACC   shall   transfer   traffic   to   Charleroi   APP   descending   to  
FL60,   unless   otherwise   coordinated.   

  
5.4    EBBR   arrivals   in   case   of   RWY   01   in   use   
  

After   approval   by   Brussels   APP,   EBBR   arrivals   from   the   south-east,   may   be   instructed   by   
Brussels   ACC   to   proceed   to   GSY,   in   which   case   ACFT   shall   be   descending   to   FL70,   to   cross   
GSY   FL80   or   below.   
  

EBBR   arrivals   from   the   east   and   north-east   shall   route   via   FLO.   
  
  

6   EBNM   paradrop   procedures   
  

6.1 Paradrop   traffic   shall   contact   Charleroi   APP   for   initial   climb   and   will   be   transferred   to   Brussels     
ACC.   

  
6.2 When   ready   to   drop,   pilots   shall   request   approval   for   drop   on   Brussels   ACC,   then   shall   contact   

Charleroi   APP   to   obtain   their   approval   for   drop.   
  
  

7   Traffic   inbound   to   EBFS   departing   from   the   Brussels   TMA   
  

7.1   When   the   aircraft   is   airborne,   Brussels   DEP   shall   forward   level   and   route   of   flight   to   
Charleroi   APP   and   Beauvechain   APP   (if   necessary)   and   coordinate   inbound   clearance.   

  
7.2   Transfer   of   communication   and   transfer   of   control   shall   take   place   at   the   latest   at   EBCI   TMA   or   

EBBE   TMA   boundary.   
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